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Outline of Meeting Protocol & Procedure: 
 
• The Chairperson will call the Meeting to order and ask the Committee/Staff to present apologies 

or late correspondence. 
• The Chairperson will commence the Order of Business as shown in the Index to the Agenda. 
• At the beginning of each item the Chairperson will ask whether a member(s) of the public wish 

to address the Committee. 
• If person(s) wish to address the Committee, they are allowed four (4) minutes in which to do so.  

Please direct comments to the issues at hand. 
• If there are persons representing both sides of a matter (eg applicant/objector), the objector 

speaks first. 
• At the conclusion of the allotted four (4) minutes, the speaker resumes his/her seat and takes no 

further part in the debate unless specifically called to do so by the Chairperson. 
• If there is more than one (1) person wishing to address the Committee from the same side of the 

debate, the Chairperson will request that where possible a spokesperson be nominated to 
represent the parties. 

• The Chairperson has the discretion whether to continue to accept speakers from the floor. 
• After considering any submissions the Committee will debate the matter (if necessary), and 

arrive at a recommendation (R items which proceed to Full Council) or a resolution (D items for 
which the Committee has delegated authority). 

 
Recommendation only to the Full Council or to the Strategic and Corporate Committee 
(“R” Items) 
 
• Specified developments, as may be determined and listed by the Council by resolution 

taken from time to time. 
• Matters which involve broad strategic or policy initiatives within responsibilities of 

Committee. 
• Matters requiring the expenditure of moneys and in respect of which no Council vote 

has been made. 
• Matters not within the specified functions of the Committee. 
• Matters reserved by individual Councillors in accordance with any Council policy on 

"safeguards" and substantive changes. 
 
Delegated Authority (“D” Items) 
 
To determine all development applications and related applications, which are not required to 
be determined by the Council under Council’s adopted procedures for the call up of 
applications  except: 
 
a) Applications for review of a determination under section 82A of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (“the Act”) where the DCC determined the original 
application. 

 
b) Development applications for development on community land which may not be 

delegated for determination under section 47E of the LG Act. 
 
Committee Membership:   7 Councillors 
 
Quorum:  The quorum for a committee meeting is 4 

Councillors.
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Item No: R1 Recommendation to Council 

Subject: Review of the Operation of Delegations Granted on 24 August 2009 

Author: Patrick Robinson – Manager Development Control 
 

File No: 885.G 
 

Reason for Report: Resolution of Council 
 
Recommendation: 
 
A. THAT the delegations granted by the Council to the General Manager on 24 August 2009, 

as set out at Annexure 1 be amended in the terms set out in Annexure 3.  
B. THAT the existing sub-delegations set out in Annexure 2, as amended by Annexure 4 be 

noted. 
 
 
 
1.0  BACKGROUND 
The initial review of the former delegations was commenced subsequent to the Local Government 
Elections of the 13 September 2008, being a requirement under the Local Government Act.  A 
detailed report was presented to the DCC on 16 February 2009 whereupon it was resolved that a 
series of workshops be held with Councillors.  The outcomes of those workshops were then 
transmitted by email to all Councillors and that process culminated in two further reports to the 
DCC for its deliberation. The final report was considered by the DCC on 17 August 2009 where the 
recommendation of the report was largely adopted.   
 
Being a matter of policy and thus an ‘R’ Item, the recommendation of the DCC was then referred to 
the Ordinary Council meeting of 24 August 2009.  At that meeting Council resolved to rescind all 
previous delegations relevant to the determination of development and related applications.  
Further, Council resolved to delegate the functions of Council to the DCC and the General Manager 
in terms set out in Annexure 1 of this report, and noted the sub-delegations granted by the General 
Manager to the AAP and staff set out in Annexure 2 of this report (the General Manager’s sub-
delegations were noted because under the Local Government Act Council may only delegate to the 
General Manager).   
 
There were a number of other components to that resolution which related to safeguards such as the 
establishment of the Application Review Panel (ARP) and the manner by which Councillors would 
be kept informed of certain matters dealt with under the new delegations.  This report responds to 
that component of the resolution which provided that the delegations be reviewed within 9 months 
of their operation.  In this regard it should be noted that to ensure the community was appropriately 
advised of the new delegations those delegations did not commence operation till the second week 
of February 2010.  The review therefore relates to that 9 month period of 15 February 2010 to 15 
October 2010.    
 
On 30 August 2010, on a related matter, the DCC resolved to defer consideration of a report 
responding to a Notice of Motion seeking an assessment of the implications of requiring all 
applications to modify a consent granted by the DCC made under s96(2) of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act (1979) be returned to the DCC for determination.  Given that these 
matters are interrelated that report has been placed on this Agenda as an ‘R’ Item.   
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2.0 THE CURRENT DELEGATIONS 
During the workshop phase of the initial review a number of delegation structures were canvassed. 
These included; 

 a ‘cost of works’ threshold structure,  

 a ‘number of objections’ threshold structure, and  

 a ‘type’ of development’ threshold structure.   

Through this process it became apparent the preferred structure would involve a ‘hybrid’ model 
which introduced delegation thresholds based on a combination of all of those matters listed above.  
 
Multiple triggers were thus required to elevate DAs through the four levels of delegation, being; 
Staff, AAP, DCC and full Council.  The Instruments of Delegation were therefore required to be 
designed ‘by exception’ and are thus complex.   In order to clarify the delegations Table 1 below 
sets out what type of development or related application must be determined at which level of 
authority.   
 
It is emphasised that these tables should not be read as the actual Instruments and are guides only. 
 
Table 1 –The effect of the Instruments of Delegation as they relate to development and related 
applications 
 
OFFICER DELEGATION TO DETERMINE DEVELOPMENT OR 

RELATED APPLICATION 
TEAM LEADER, 
EXECUTIVE 
PLANNER, 
MANAGER AND 
DIRECTOR, 

1. Complies with relevant statutory and non-statutory controls or, 
in the opinion of the delegate are consistent with the objectives 
of those controls. 

2. Has attracted submissions which raise objection and, in the 
opinion of the delegate, those objections are able to be overcome 
by condition of consent or do not relevantly relate to the 
application. 

3. Has attracted 3 or less submissions which raise objection, but in 
the opinion of the delegate are not such that would warrant 
refusal or further modification subject to the following quality 
control  provisions; 

(a)  the development has been referred to, and considered by the 
ARP and the ARP concurs with the recommendation, and 

(b) a list of all matters considered by the ARP are circulated to 
all Councillors for five (5) working days, and determination  
held in abeyance to permit any Councillor to call a matter to 
DCC if the Councillor considers that to be warranted. 
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APPLICATION 
ASSESSMENT PANEL 
(AAP) 

1. Have attracted greater than three objections and, in the opinion 
of the assessing officer, those objections cannot be overcome by 
condition of consent and the objection is relevant to the 
application. 

2. Increases the height of an existing residential flat building above 
the statutory height standard in the opinion of the assessing 
officer. 

3. New commercial or mixed use buildings.  

4. Alterations and additions to a commercial or mixed use building 
that, in the opinion of the assessing officer, increases its height 
over a statutory height development standard. 

5. Carry out works to a building in a conservation area which in the 
opinion of the assessing officer, alters its streetscape 
presentation. 

6. Construct a new building within a foreshore (water front) 
location. 

7. Works with a stated cost over two (2) million dollars but less 
than three (3) million dollars. 

8. Review of developments under section 82A of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (the Act) 
where the initial determination was made at staff level. 

9. Applications subject of a Land and Environment Court 
proceeding where the application was initially determined by 
staff or the AAP. 

DEVELOPMENT 
CONTROL 
COMMITTEE (DCC) 

1. DAs for Designated Development (pursuant to s77 of the Act). 

2. DAs for new residential flat buildings. 

3. DAs for alterations and additions to an existing residential flat 
building which, in the opinion of the assessment officer, 
exceeds any development standard under the WLEP by greater 
than 10%. 

4. DAs for new mixed use buildings, and alterations and additions 
to existing mixed use buildings which, in the opinion of the 
officer, exceed any development standard under the WLEP by 
greater than 10%. 

5. DAs for new commercial buildings, and alterations and 
additions to existing commercial buildings which, in the 
opinion of the assessing officer, exceed any development 
standard under the WLEP by greater than 10%. 
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6. DAs for demolition of an heritage item or contributory item 
except, if in the opinion of the assessment officer, that 
demolition is less than 33% of the building fabric and the 
demolition is not visible from the public domain.  

7. DAs for construction works to an heritage item or contributory 
item except if, in the opinion of the assessment officer, that 
construction work is less than 33% of the building fabric and 
the construction work is not visible from the public domain. 

8. DAs for a change of use to, or construction of, a new child care 
centre. 

9. DAs for a residential flat building which rely on existing use 
rights and which have attracted greater than 4 objections. 

10. DAs for alterations to a club, hotel or similar licensed premises 
that result in an extension to the licensed floor area. 

11. DAs that increase the hours of operation of a licensed premises 
or place of public entertainment. 

12. DA for a new marina, or extensions to an existing marina. 

13. DAs which include works which encroach or increase an 
existing encroachment into the Foreshore Building Line, except 
where works relate to swimming pools and ancillary buildings. 

14. DAs which have a stated cost of works greater than $3 million 
dollars. 

15. Applications for review of determination under section 82A of 
the Act where the determination of the original application was 
made by the AAP. 

16. Applications for modifications of consent under section 96(2) 
of the Act where the application relates to conditions imposed 
by the DCC. 

17. Applications subject to Land and Environment Court 
proceedings arising from a determination by the DCC (unless 
the exercise of the function is authorised by the General 
Manager and the Mayor). 

THE COUNCIL 1. Any matter called to the full Council by a Councillor. 

2. DAs or related applications on Community Land 

3. Application for review under S82A of the Act where the original 
determination was made by the DCC. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVES OF THE REVIEW 
The aim of the original review of the delegations was; 
 

To increase the effectiveness of Council’s development and related application 
processing functions by delivering a delegation structure which allows routine 
matters of sectional interest to be dealt with by staff in a timely manner whilst 
ensuring matters of public interests are dealt with in a public forum.   
 

During the first workshop specific objectives for the review were established as; 
 

(a) Obtain greater efficiency and faster turn around times for routine 
development and related applications. 

 
(b) Balance the reasonable expectations of applicants to receive an effective 

and timely decision from Council on their development application 
against the reasonable expectation of those who make submission 
objecting to a development application to have their concerns assessed 
and considered in the determination of that matter.  

 
These objectives founded much of the discussion, research and analysis towards improving the 
former delegations and were instrumental in Council adopting the current delegations.  It is 
reasonable then that this operational review be done against those two objectives.   
 
3.1  Expectation of applicants to obtain an efficient and effective service from Council in 

processing their development applications 
The Development Control Department’s Delivery and Operational Plan sets the following priority; 
 

Deliver high quality and timely development assessment. 
 

Woollahra’s Development Control Department has best practice processes and procedures, and 
delivers high quality development assessments.  Supporting those assessments is an extensive and 
detailed procedures data base and rigorous reporting formats.  Further, those assessments are 
executed by well trained and experienced professional staff.  In addition, the Development Control 
Department has, over the last three years, undertaken a program of continuous improvement in 
processing times.   
 
To date this program has focused on reducing delays in determining ‘routine’ applications.   As 
discussed in detail below, these applications represent the majority of matters dealt with by the 
Development Control Department.  It is considered that such matters should be attended to as a 
high priority for two reasons.  Firstly, these matters proportionally drive the statistical processing 
time outcomes.  Secondly, whilst being a focus for all applications, it is particularly important that 
applicants for routine domestic building works (and who are often overwhelmed by a complex 
NSW statutory assessment regime), are provided with the most effective and efficient development 
control service possible.   
 
A number of management strategies aimed at improving processing times were put in place in 
2008.  These included; a fast track system, regular time and task management meetings, and a 
rigorous monitoring of referral responses.  These strategies combined to ensure that processing 
times were improved as shown in Table 3.  Whilst this re-focusing was important, the critical and 
indeed central plank to the improvement program has been the new delegations. 
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In the review period the AAP had an average processing time of 120.4 days.  However, by drawing 
a greater proportion of AAP matters to ARP which had an average processing time of 86.2 days in 
that period, routine matters were determined some 27.2% faster.  This directly related to the new 
delegations.   
 
Applications being dealt with at ARP and under direct staff delegation typically involve minor 
alterations and additions to a dwelling, or alterations to small commercial premises.  They generally 
involve a cost of works less than $100K.  Thus, local residents seeking a speedy determination of 
relatively minor domestic development application, or local business seeking to alter their 
commercial buildings are now receiving a significantly improved service.  The Table 2 indicates the 
change in determination time for matters with a cost of works less than $100K. 
 
Table 2 – Analysis of determination times by cost of works less than $100K 

FINANCIAL YEAR AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME FOR DA LESS 
THAN $100K COST OF WORKS (DAYS) 

2005 - 2006 105 
2006 - 2007 95 
2007 – 2008 93 
2008 – 2009 63 
2009 – 2010 52 

 
This general improvement in processing times for low cost applications represents a time saving of 
3.75 months in 2005 – 2006 down to 7.5 weeks in the 2009 - 2010 period.  This is a good outcome 
but is open to being improved as discussed in section 4.0 below. 
 
Overall processing times for all classes of application have improved as follows. 
 
Table 3 – Analysis of determination times and number of DAs determined since 2005 

FINANCIAL YEAR NUMBER OF DA 
DETERMINED 

AVERAGE 
PROCESSING TIMES 

(DAYS) 
 
2005-2006 
 

 
788 

 
111 

 
2006-2007 
 

 
822 

 
131 

 
2007-2008 
 

 
951 

 
115 

 
2008-2009 

 
838 

 
86 
 

 
2009-2010 

 
635 

 

 
76 

 
This is a 42% improvement in processing times since 2006-07.   It is acknowledged that in that 
same period there was a reduction in the number of DAs determined of some 22% (although it will 
be noted that since 2008 no DAs have been outsourced by the Development Control Department).  
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Taking into account the reduction in applications, we have significantly reduced its processing 
times since focusing its attention more closely on its more routine matters. 
 
Table 4 indicates that matters determined by staff directly or via the Application Review Panel 
increasingly represent the greater proportion of development applications being determined 
generally.  It also shows that the processing outcomes of any particular period are driven by the 
speed that Council is able to deal with such routine matters.  As the proportion of ARP 
determinations increase, and AAP determinations decrease, there is a commensurate reduction in 
overall processing times.  Overall the new delegation structure has delivered an improvement in the 
proportion of matters being dealt with directly by staff or the ARP from 79% in Jan-Mar 09-10 to 
86% in Oct/Dec 10-11.   
  
 
Table 4 - Analysis of turnaround times and proportion of determination by level of delegation 
 

Staff ARP AAP DCC Council JRPP TOTAL 
Quarter Determined Determined Determined Determined Determined Determined Determined 

 Days % Days % Days % Days % Days % Days % Days 
Jan-Mar 
09-10 57   76% 84 3% 124 16% 214  7% 212  1% 0 0% 88 
Apr-Jun 
09-10 58   74% 87 9% 148  9% 175  5% 302  3% 214  1% 83 
Jul-Sep  
10-11 54 66% 93  18% 92  5% 264  7% 153  3% 68 1% 70 
Oct-Dec 
10-11 48  65% 87 21% 118  4% 304  5% 139  4% 140  2% 63 

 
 
Woollahra Council has also been recently reviewed by the Division of Local Government of the 
NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet.  The outcomes of this review were published in the 
Woollahra Municipal Council Promoting Better Practice (January 2011) review report.  
Particularly relevant to the subject of delegations is the following finding at 5.2 Development 
Control & Other Regulatory Functions which states; 
 
 Significant observations – Better Practices 
 
 Use of delegated authority 
 
 Council reported that 98%1 of development applications (DAs) are 

determined by staff using delegated authority.  This process facilitates timely 
and objective decision-making by the Council on development issues and also 
suggests that the elected Council has a good understanding of its primary role 
and responsibilities in the determination of policy and strategic issues. 

  
Thus, the delegations granted by the Council in August 2009 have been considered by the Division 
of Local Government and found to represent better practice. 
 
This positive outcome in the Promoting Better Practices report is echoed by the fact that Council 
has removed itself from the Department of Planning’s list of top 5 worst performing councils in 
2006-07 and was listed as one of the top improved Council’s for the 2008-2009.   

                                                 
1 This figure included staff, ARP and AAP determinations however it was actually a typographical error and in fact 
should have read 92%, however this minor error in the report does not disturb the general findings  
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These improvements in processing times were built upon in 2009-2010 and are indicative of 
improvements driven by the increased numbers of delegated matters being dealt with through the 
new delegation structure.  
 
Particularly the 2009-10 Local Development Performance Monitoring report by the NSW 
Department of Planning demonstrated the following salient points: 
 

1. Woollahra Council took on average 76 days (mean gross processing time) to process all 
DAs submitted to it. 

2. Woollahra Council took on average 64 days to process all DAs once required information 
from the applicant had been submitted (mean net processing times). 

3. Apart from Willoughby City Council who processed 785 development applications, 
Woollahra Council dealt with the highest volume in its Category, processing a total of 635 
DAs. 

4. Apart from North Sydney Council which processed $199.7m estimated value of DAs, 
Woollahra Council dealt with the highest total value of DAs, estimated at $198.4m.  

5. Woollahra Council out performed the majority of councils in its Category with the exception 
of the following; 

 Ashfield Council (mean gross processing time – 36 days) however that Council 
processed 238 DAs with a total estimated value of $24.8m, 

 Lane Cove Municipal Council (mean gross processing time – 62 days) however that 
Council processed 305 DAs with a total estimated value of $90.4m. 

 Kogarah Municipal Council (mean gross processing time – 71 days) however that 
Council processed 403 DAs with a total estimated value of $104.2m. 

 Strathfield Council (mean gross processing time – 74 days) however that Council 
processed 179 DAs with a total estimated value of $40m. 

 
For all these reasons Council may be confident that its resolution of 24 August 2009 has made a 
significant contribution to the ability of the Development Control Department to provide an 
improved development and related application service to its customers.  Particularly, the 
Department is now able to provide better services to those who wish to carry out improvements to 
their homes and businesses, or to build a dwelling house.  Therefore, it is reasonable to confirm 
that the objective of “obtaining greater efficiency and faster turn around times for routine 
development and related applications” has been achieved.   
 
Thus, to summarise this section Council may be satisfied that; 

a) Overall processing for development and related applications have substantially improved.  

b) Delegated matters have a positive causal relationship to processing times and general 
processing times. 

c) The new delegations have improved the proportion of matters being dealt with by way of 
staff delegation and has enabled Council to resolve smaller routine matters quickly. 

d) The new delegations structure has succeeded in substantially improving Council’s ability to 
provide a positive customer service to its applicants, particularly those seeking to carry out 
routine development of a domestic nature. 
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Having said that it is considered that there remains substantial opportunity to improve upon an 
average 7.5 week turnaround time for small routine matters.  Those opportunities are discussed in 
more detail in section 4.0 of this report.  
 
3.2 The reasonable expectation of submitters to have their concerns well considered  
In granting its August 2009 delegations Council sought surety that its well established reputation 
for providing lawful consents that promote positive development outcomes was maintained.  To this 
end the following safeguards were established:  
 
1. An internal review panel was established which considers all matters subject to objection which 

may be dealt with under delegation.     
 
2. A process whereby all matters which are intended for determination pursuant to the new 

delegations are circulated to Councillors for information and held in abeyance for a period for 
Councillor’s consideration. 

 
Those safeguards are discussed in more detail below. 
 
3.2.1 The Application Review Panel 
As part of Council’s resolution to review its delegations it required that an internal review panel be 
established to ensure that those matters that would have proceeded to the AAP under the former 
delegations receive additional scrutiny.    
 
In compliance with that component of the resolution the ARP was introduced and the Executive 
Planner - Planning and Development given the role of chair.  The Executive Planner was considered 
the most appropriate officer for the chair because the position does not sit in the Development 
Control Department and does not report to the Manager Development Control.  Thus, separation 
was established between the Department assessing and making recommendations on applications 
and the officer charged with reviewing matters prior to determination.  
 
Membership of the ARP also includes two Team Leaders but excludes the Team Leader who signed 
the particular development assessment report.  The role of the two Team Leaders on the ARP is to 
assist the Chair in forming a final view but is not determinative.   In addition the assessing officer 
responsible for the report and recommendation attends in relation to a specific item and presents the 
development to the ARP.  Administrative support to the ARP is provided by the Systems Support 
Officer - Planning and Development, again a position that does not sit within the Development 
Control Department.  That support officer is responsible for recording all ARP resolutions.  The 
make up of the ARP was developed with care to ensure that there was significant separation 
between it and the Development Control Department and indeed the Team Leader who signed off 
the assessment report.   
 
In general terms it is open for the ARP to make the following recommendations on any assessment 
report: 
 

1. That the assessment has been properly made and the issues raised by objectors are either 
resolved, or are not such that further amendment or refusal is warranted.  On forming that 
view the Chair will determine that a matter may be referred to the Councillor circulation list 
for five (5) working  days and on the expiration of that period be returned to the Team 
Leader to determine the application under delegated authority. 

 
or 
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2. That the assessment requires further clarification as specified, and in particular, how 

objector’s concerns have been assessed.  The matter would then be returned to the ARP 
once the Team Leader has furnished the additional information and/or clarifications for 
consideration. 

 
or 
 

3. The development matter engenders matters of broader neighbourhood interest or public 
interest such that the application should be properly determined by the AAP or DCC.  

 
Supporting the ARP is a detailed internal procedure.   Accordingly, where a development 
application or related matter has attracted three or less objections the Team Leader  must, in précis 
comply with the following steps: 
 

1. In addition to the normal review (which includes a careful examination of the proposal, 
including the plans, relevant documentation and the assessment report) the Team Leader 
must be satisfied that all responsible steps have been undertaken to resolve issues raised by 
objectors to the application. Once satisfied of that, only then may they consider the planning 
arguments set out by the assessment officer that the objections lodged are not such that 
would reasonably warrant refusal or further modification of the application from a planning 
perspective.   

 
2. The Team Leader must then satisfy themselves that the application falls within their 

delegation, as set out in the instrument of delegation, and that the application has not been 
called for determination by a Councillor to the AAP or DCC. 

 
3. Having formed the view that the application warrants approval notwithstanding the 

objections lodged, the Team Leader must then be satisfied that the relevant heads of 
consideration have been properly considered.  

 
4. Once the Team Leader is satisfied that the report has properly addressed all relevant 

considerations, and is satisfied that conditions of consent are reasonable and within power, 
the Team Leader must sign the assessment report.  

 
5. Once the Team Leader has signed the assessment report, that report, relevant plans, 

supporting documentation and a copy of all objections must be referred to the Executive 
Planner at least two working days prior to the scheduled ARP. 

 
6. The ARP will then review the assessment report and associated documentation and, in the 

event that the ARP forms the view that objections have been properly assessed and concurs 
that those objections are not such that would warrant refusal of the application, or further 
amendment, then the resolution of the ARP must be recorded by the administrative support 
to the ARP, and signed by the Executive Planner and placed on the assessment report. 

 
7. In circumstances where the ARP is supportive of the assessment officer's recommendation, 

as endorsed by the Team Leader, the matter must then be placed on a regular circular to 
Councillors and determination held in abeyance for five (5) working days. 

 
8. Should there be no request by a Councillor to call the development or related application to 

DCC on the expiration of those five (5) days the matter may then be returned to the Team 
Leader for determination under delegated authority.    
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The remainder of the procedure relates to routine administration and has not been reproduced here. 
 
3.3.2 Councillor notification 
The second safeguard set in place as part of the resolution by Council was a requirement to provide 
a mechanism whereby Councillors were kept informed of applications to be dealt with by way of 
staff delegation notwithstanding submissions being received.   There were two reasons given for 
this requirement:  

1. To ensure that Councillors were provided with information regarding matters likely to be 
determined under the new delegations and allow a reasonable opportunity to inspect any 
matters of interest to them. 

2. To allow Councillors adequate opportunity to exercise their ability to call an item to DCC 
where they felt it necessary, or were convinced by interested third parties to do so. 

 
In compliance with this part of the resolution all matters considered by the ARP, and where the 
recommendation of the officer is supported by that Panel, they are listed on the Councillor’s weekly 
Newsletter which is delivered each Friday.  Whilst administrative action to prepare relevant notices 
of determination continues, the matter is held in abeyance for 5 working days after the Newsletter is 
circulated.  If no advice is received that a Councillor wishes to call a matter to DCC, the notice of 
determination is dispatched and the matter is determined. 
 
It is reasonable to suggest that the actual frequency where matters are called to the DCC as a result 
of this mechanism is indicative of Councillor’s satisfaction with process.  This is particularly the 
case given that at least one Councillor regularly attends Council and personally reviews ARP plans 
and associated material with the relevant Team Leader once that list is dispatched.  
 
In the period to 15 February to 15 October 2010 (the review period) the Panel has considered a total 
of 147 development and related applications.  Of those matters considered, and then circulated to 
Councillors, six (6) were called by a Councillor to the DCC for its determination. 
 
The matters called were as follows: 
 

1. 37 Windsor Street, Paddington. (DA 660/2009/1).  
 
This application sought approval for a new first floor verandah, new ensuite and new carport roof 
over the existing car space. 
 
It was considered and supported by ARP on 10 February 2010.  It was called to the DCC which 
granted consent to the application on15 March 2010. 
 

2. 45 Spencer Street, Rose Bay. (S96 565/2008/4). 
 
This application sought to amend an existing consent for a residential flat building involving the 
following: 
 

 The addition of a second floor level balcony to units 1, 3 and 4 which were each provided 
with 1.8 metre privacy screens, 

 sliding doors in lieu of windows to 1, 3 and 4,  
 new swimming pool and pool equipment shed to the rear yard of Unit 4, and 
 Installation of solar hot water tanks to units 1, 2 and 3. 
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It was considered and supported by ARP on 24 February 2010.  It was called to the DCC which 
granted consent to the application on the 3 May 2010. 
 

3. 50 Wentworth Road, Vaucluse. (DA 536/2009/1). 
 
This application sought approval for the demolition of a dwelling house. 
 
It was considered and supported by the ARP on 3 March 2010.  It was called to the DCC which 
granted consent to the application on 15 March 2010. 
 

4. 871 New South Head Road, Rose Bay, (DA 654/2009/1). 
 
This application sought approval for the installation of a new lift with a 2.5 metre lift over run 
constructed in transparent material.  
 
It was considered and supported by the ARP on 3 March 2010.  It was called to DCC which granted 
consent to the application on the 15 March 2010.    
 

5. 317 New South Head Road, Double Bay. (DA 604/2009/1).  
 
This application sought consent to demolish a residential flat building.  
 
It was considered and supported by the ARP on 3 March 2010.  It was called to DCC which granted 
consent to the application on 15 March 2010. 
 

6. 10 The Crescent, Vaucluse. (s96 145/2009/2). 
 
This application sought to modify a consent granted to erect a dwelling and involving minor 
internal and external changes to the approved scheme, relocation of the swimming pool, and the 
introduction of a deck (the deck was not supported by the assessing officer who recommended it be 
deleted by condition of consent). 
 
It was considered and supported by the ARP on 28 October, 2010.  It was called to DCC which 
granted consent to the application on 22 November 2010. 
 
Some 4% of all applications which have attracted three or less objections have been called to DCC 
for determination in the review period.   In each case the DCC agreed with the assessment and 
determined the matter for approval generally in accordance with the recommendation.  In each case 
a similar development outcome would have been achieved were the matter determined via the ARP 
as opposed to that matter being determined DCC.  Finally, those matters called are reasonably 
categorised as minor and routine, and are typical of the type of applications being dealt with by the 
ARP on a regular basis.   
 
It is also worth noting that few complaints have been lodged by objectors, post determination, to the 
process even though their objections were not fully sustained in the assessment. This is arguably 
because of the minor and routine nature of the applications that proceed through the ARP, and as a 
result of the care by which objections are considered. 
 
3.3.3 Conclusion 
From this assessment it is reasonably argued that although matters may now be determined at staff 
delegation level, even if submissions have been made to the matter, the quality of assessment as it 
relates to the analysis of objector concerns remains high.  The low incidence of matters being 
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called, and the limited number of complaints received from applicants and objectors indicate that in 
the majority of all cases determinations made under the August 2009 delegations, accord with the 
stated objective that the reasonable concerns of objectors are carefully and properly considered. 
 
4.0 IMPROVEMENTS TO THE DELEGATIONS 
As with any new process or procedure, it is inevitable that after a period of operation certain aspects 
of the new procedure will clearly work well, whilst other aspects will become an issue.  During the 
operation of these delegations a number of issues have arisen which result in the specific delegation 
failing to operate in a manner which delivers the expected outcomes according to the objectives of 
the review.  
 
Provisions which require refinement are discussed below in the following format; 
 

1. The specific delegations, 
2. The issues arising from those delegations, and 
3. Recommended resolutions of the issue arising. 

 
To assist Council further a copy of the current delegations, with suggested changes in bold, are 
attached as Annexures 3 and 4.  It is emphasised here that because they are the actual Instruments of 
Delegations, matters elevate to a higher level of delegation ‘by exception’ and hence they read 
differently to the summary Table 1 to this report which was provided only for clarification purposes.  
Table 1 is not the Instrument of Delegation. 
 
4.1 Staff Delegations  
 
1. The Delegation 
 
The function to determine all development and related applications, which are not required to be 
determined by the Council, DCC or the AAP, or have been called to Council, the DCC or the AAP 
under Council’s adopted procedures for the call up of applications except;  
 
 (NOTE:  The following specific delegations elevate to AAP because they are not matters that may 
be determined at staff level but are not matters which must be determined by DCC). 
  
(c)  Development applications for alterations to an existing residential flat building that, in the 

opinion of the delegate exercising the function, increases its height above the height development 
standards under the WLEP. 

 
(d) Development applications for alterations to an existing mixed use building that, in the opinion of 

the delegate exercising the function, increases its height above the height standard under the 
WLEP. 

 
(e) Development Applications to construct a new mixed use building. 
 
(f) Development applications for alterations to an existing commercial building that, in the opinion 

of the delegate exercising the function, increases its height above the height standard under the 
WLEP.  

 
(g) Development applications to construct a new commercial building. 
 
2. The issue arising from the delegations 
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Delegations (c), (d) and (f) 
The intent of delegations (c), (d) and (f) was to allow routine alterations to a residential flat 
buildings, mixed use building and commercial buildings to be dealt with under staff delegation 
provided that the alterations to those buildings did not result in an existing building being altered in a 
manner which breaches a statutory height standard, and in doing so give rise to a potential adverse 
impact to a local neighbourhood in terms of bulk and scale, streetscape, overshadowing, view 
corridor and related issues.  For this reason the Council considered that because such applications 
may give rise to a local interest it was appropriate that such applications be dealt with at AAP.  It 
was also considered that they should not automatically elevate to DCC unless that breach was 
substantial (greater than 10%). 
 
Primarily, the issue arising is that many routine applications have unnecessarily proceeded to the 
AAP where the breach relates to a building which;  

a) already breaches the standard,  

b) the breach does not relate to the principal building form, and  

c) the breach is well justified by way of the lodgement and assessment of a proper  
SEPP 1 Objection.   

 
Typically, these applications relate to works that are minor, and involve a technical breach of the 
height standard.  Such breaches generally, at most, give rise to minimal adverse impacts and do not 
generally attract submissions which on analysis would warrant refusal or further modification.    
Their elevation to AAP is therefore unwarranted because that elevation does not add value to the 
decision made, but extends the time taken to make that decision.   
 
All Delegations referred to above 
The more minor issue arising in relation to these delegations is duplication and drafting clarity.  It is 
suggested that these delegations, which deal with each building use in a similar way, be re-drafted in 
a manner which allows them to be combined.  That re-drafting does not in itself alter the function of 
the delegation. 
 
3. Recommended resolution of the issue arising. 
 
(i) That delegation (c) is re-worded as follows: 
 

(c) Development applications for alterations to the principal building form of an existing 
residential flat building, mixed use building, or commercial building that, in the opinion of 
the delegate exercising the function, introduces a breach of the standard under the WLEP 
where the building previously complied with that standard.  

 
(ii) That delegation (d) and (f) are deleted. 
 
(iii) That delegation (e) is re-worded as follows;      
 

(e) Development applications to construct a new mixed use building or commercial building. 
   
(iv) That delegation (g) is deleted. 
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4.2 DCC matters/AAP Delegation 
 
1. The delegation  
 
To determine all development and related applications, which are not required to be determined by 
the Council to the Development Control Committee (“the DCC”), or have been called to the DCC 
or Council under the Councils’ adopted procedures for the call up of applications and excluding 
the determination of the following (which have not been delegated by the Council to the General 
Manager)    
 
(NOTE:  The following specific delegations are matters that must be determined by the DCC 
because they are excluded from the delegations from Council to the General Manager. 
 
(b2)  Development applications for alterations and additions to an existing residential flat building 

which, in the opinion of the delegate exercising the function, exceeds any development 
standard under the Woollahra Local Environmental Plan 1995 (WLEP) by greater than 10%. 

 
(c)  Development applications for new mixed use buildings and alterations and additions to existing 

mixed use building which, in the opinion of the delegate exercising the function, exceeds any 
development standard under the WLEP by greater than 10%. 

 
(d)  Development applications for new commercial buildings and alterations and additions to 

existing commercial building  which, in the opinion of the delegate exercising the function, 
exceeds any development standard under the WLEP by greater than 10%. 

 
(i)  Development applications for alterations to a club, or hotel or similar licensed premises that 

results in an extension to the licensed floor area. 
 
(j)  Development applications that involve an increase to the hours of operation of a licensed 

premises or place of public entertainment. 
 
(p)  Applications, the subject of Land and Environment Court proceedings arising from a 

determination of the Council or the DCC unless the exercise of the function is authorised 
jointly by the Mayor and the General Manager.  

 
2. The issue arising from those delegations 
 
Delegation (b2), (c) and (d) 
The intent of delegations (b2), (c) and (d) was based on the opinion that such development, where it 
breached a development standard by greater than 10%, may result in an adverse environmental 
impact of a broader public interest.  Thus, it was considered that these matters should be determined 
by the DCC. 
 
In practice this delegation has captured well designed alterations and additions which, by responding 
to the constraints of their individual sites, have produced well considered design solutions which do 
not in fact engender the broad public interest that would warrant determination by the DCC.  Further, 
alterations to an existing building may result in a technical breach greater than 10% of a 
development standard merely because the development being altered already exceeds this 10% 
threshold.  The result can be a situation where minor works which give rise to negligible impact 
must be referred to DCC for determination. 
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The general threshold of 10% is somewhat blunt and may be refined in a manner consistent with the 
general objectives of the delegations.  It is suggested that the best way of doing this is to combine the 
10% threshold with an indicator of genuine public interest, being the number of submissions to the 
application.  The delegation which relates to development applications relying on existing use rights 
(h), the Council resolved that a broader public interest was demonstrated when greater than four (4) 
submissions were received.  Given this previously held view, it is proposed to apply a similar 
threshold to delegations (b2), (c) and (d).   
 
It would also be appropriate if that threshold was clarified to specify that the 10% departure is in 
addition to any existing departure.  Such re-drafting will ensure matters of general public interest 
will continue to elevate to DCC for determination, whilst matters less likely to give rise to a 
significant environmental impact will quite properly fall to AAP to determine.  As is always the 
case, Councillors are able to call such matters if, in the individual circumstances, they form the view 
that the matter should be elevated. 
 
Delegations (i) and (j) 
The intent of delegations (i) and (j) was to elevate development applications which sought to alter 
floor space or hours of operation for licensed premises such as hotels and clubs to DCC for 
determination.  It was considered that such premises, if altered in terms of floor space or intensity, 
had the potential to create an adverse impact such that would give rise to a broader public interest 
that warrant determination by the DCC rather than AAP.   
 
An unforseen consequence of these delegations has been that development applications which relate 
to smaller premises and that may be licensed, such as cafes and restaurants, must be determined by 
the DCC even though such applications generally do not engender the broad public interest that 
would justify that level of decision making.   
 
It is suggested that these two delegations be combined and re-worded in a manner which 
automatically elevates applications for clubs and hotels to the DCC for determination, but allows for 
moderate matters such as cafes and restaurants to remain at AAP for determination.  Again, 
Councillors are reminded that should a matter related to a café or restaurant become so controversial 
that they consider it warrants consideration at DCC then the call mechanism remains available to 
them. 
 
Delegation (p) 
In relation to delegation (p) Council should note that the provisions of the Planning Appeals 
Legislation Amendment Act 2010 which provides new rights of review and amendments to appeal 
times for Class 1 matters in respect to dwellings and dual occupancies commenced on 28 February, 
2011.   
 
Amongst other matters, the Land and Environment Court has now developed a specific practice note 
for the new “stream” which aims at ensuring single residential and dual occupancy development 
appeals are finalised within 3 months of filing.  Where prospects of success advice has been received 
indicating a low prospect of success by our solicitors it is currently necessary under this delegation 
to prepare a report to DCC so that the matter may be settled.  Under these current arrangements 
Council will find it problematic to meet the new time tables set by the Court where the DCC has 
determined a matter, but prospects advice demonstrates that there is a low likelihood of success.    
 
To avoid Council being put in a position where staff have insufficient delegation to resolve a matter 
and comply with the new practice direction it is recommended that this delegation be altered to allow 
staff to settle a matter where prospects advice has been received giving Council less than a 50% 
chance of succeeding in a matter. 
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3. Recommended resolution of the issue arising. 
 
(i) That delegation (b2) is reworded as follows; 
 
 (b2)  Development applications for alterations and additions to residential flat building which 

have attracted greater than four (4) submissions objecting to the application and, in the 
opinion of the delegate exercising the function, either exceeds any development standard 
under the Woollahra Local Environmental Plan 1995 (WLEP) by greater than 10% or 
increases an existing exceedance by greater than 10%. 

 
(ii) That delegation (c) is reworded as follows 
 
(c) Development applications for alterations and additions to mixed use buildings which have 

attracted greater than four (4) submissions objecting to the application and, in the opinion of 
the delegate exercising the function, either  exceeds any development standard under the 
(WLEP) by greater than 10% or increases an existing exeedance by greater than 10%. 

 
(iii) That delegation (d) is reworded as follows: 
 
(d)  Development applications for alterations and additions to a commercial building which have 

attracted greater than four (4) submissions objecting to the application and, in the opinion of 
the delegate exercising the function, either exceeds any development standard under the 
(WLEP) by greater than 10% or increases an existing exeedance by greater than 10%. 

 
(iv) That delegation (i) is reworded as follows: 
 
 (i)  Development applications for a club or hotel or similar licensed premises, but not a licensed 

café or restaurant premises, that results in an extension to the licensed floor area or seeks to 
increase its hours of operation of the club or hotel or similar premises. 

 
(v) That delegation (j) is deleted 
 
(vi) That delegation (p) is reworded as follows 
 
(p)  Applications, the subject of Land and Environment Court (the Court) proceedings arising from 

a determination of the Council or the DCC unless the exercise of the function is authorised 
jointly by the Mayor and the General Manager or prospects of success advice has been 
received by Council by its solicitors that Council has less than a 50% chance of succeeding 
in having an appeal upheld by the Court.  

 
Other than these suggested modifications of the current delegations, it is considered that they have 
been functioning well and do not require further refinement.  It will be noted that some of the 
changes suggested above will require commensurate changes to the staff delegations to ensure that 
the matters, with the exception of delegation (p) result in matters dropping in the determination 
regime only to the AAP.  Those changes will be shown in Annexures 3 and 4 in bold. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 
When the Council formally reviewed the then delegations and altered them in August 2009 it 
allowed for a significant change in how development and related applications are determined.  It did 
this to facilitate the two fundamental objectives which have always underpinned the review of the 
delegations, being: 
 

(a) Obtain greater efficiency and faster turn around times for routine 
development and related applications. 

 
(b)  To balance the reasonable expectations of applicants to receive an 

effective and timely decision from Council against the reasonable 
expectation of those who make submissions objecting to a development 
application to have their concerns assessed and considered in the 
determination of that matter.  

 
As part of its resolution to modify the delegations, Council required that the operation of the August 
2009 delegations be reviewed after a certain period.  Due to delays in the commencement of the 
delegations that review period was necessarily focused on the 9 month period 15 February, 2010 to 
15 October 2010.  Further, this report has based its assessment of the operations of the delegations 
on their founding objectives.   
 
In respect to obtaining greater efficiency and faster turn around times, the review found that the 
August 2009 delegations have significantly contribution to the positive turn around time outcomes 
delivered in the last financial year as reported by the Department of Planning.  They were also 
identified specifically as a ‘Better Practice’ in the recent Division of Local Government review of 
Woollahra Council conducted by the NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet.  
 
Importantly, it was found that the new delegations have improved Council’s ability to provide a 
positive customer service to its applicants, particularly those seeking to carry out routine 
development of a domestic or business nature.  Specifically it was found that routine development 
took on average 7.5 weeks to process.   Whilst this is an historic low, it was also found that Council 
can do better.  For that reason, in section 4.0 of this report a number of refinements have been 
recommended to the current delegations so that matters which are not of broad public interest and 
are being inappropriately elevated to DCC for determination fall back to AAP for its determination.  
Similarly, modifications are suggested to the staff delegations which ensure that routine and minor 
matters currently proceeding to AAP for determination are able to be dealt with by staff.   
 
Finally, a change to the delegations is being suggested that will enable staff to respond to the new 
timetables set down by the Court (becoming operational on 28 February) for dwellings and dual 
occupancies in circumstances where prospect of success advice is received from Council’s solicitors 
indicating less than 50% chance of success should a matter proceed to full hearing. 
 
The other important plank of this review was whether or not those making submissions to 
applications were receiving reasonable consideration of their issues, even though their concerns 
may not be considered such that would warrant refusal or further modification of an application.  It 
was found that the two primary safeguards, being the internal review panel now known as the ARP, 
and the procedure of circulating matters considered by the ARP to Councillors and holding those 
matters in abeyance for 5 days was functioning well.  Only 4% of all matters considered and 
supported by the ARP were called to DCC for determination, and in each case the development 
outcome was not significantly altered as a result of those matters being called.   
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The rigour surrounding the assessment of matters that had attracted three or less objections was also 
found to be well supported by a detailed procedure as set out in section 3.2 of this report.  It was 
found that even though not all concerns raised are, on assessment, considered to be well founded 
from a planning perspective, rarely have there been complaints lodged to Council in relation to the 
process.  Consequently, Council may be satisfied that its development assessment standards have 
not been eroded as a result of the operation of the August 2009 delegations.   
 
As a result of this review, it is recommended: 
 

A. THAT the delegations granted by the Council to the General Manager on 24 August 
2009, as set out at Annexure 1 be amended in the terms set out in Annexure 3. 

B. THAT the existing sub-delegations set out in Annexure 2, as amended by Annexure 4 
be noted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Patrick Robinson 
Manager Development Control 

 
 
 
Allan Coker 
Director Planning and Development 

 
 
Annexures: 
 
Annexure 1: Council Delegations adopted 24 August 2009 
Annexure 2: General Manager’s Sub delegations 24 August 2009 
Annexure 3: Council Delegations as reviewed March 2011 
Annexure 4: General Manager’s Sub-delegations as reviewed March 2011 
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Item No: R2 Recommendation to Council 

Subject: Response to Notice of Motion regarding Section 96 Delegations 

Authors: Patrick Robinson – Manager Development Control 
 

File No: 900.G 
 
 
Recommendations:   
 
That the Development Control Committee resolve not to alter the delegation in relation to s.96 
applications in the manner raised in the subject Notice of Motion. 
 
 

Background: 
 
At its meeting of 8 March 2010 Council adopted a Notice of Motion resolving that: 
 
 Council staff prepare a report on requiring section 96 applications that relate to DA 

conditions which have been primarily approved by the Development Control Committee or 
Full Council or the Court, should return to at least the Development Control Committee 
(DCC) level for determination irrespective of whether the conditions of consent were 
imposed by planning officers or elected councillors themselves. 

 

This report was first considered by the DCC on the 30 August 2010 at which time the matter was 
deferred for consideration with the general review of delegations. 

Report: 
The relevant delegation currently requires that: 
 
 An application for modifications of consent under section 96(2) of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act (1979), where the application relates to conditions imposed by 
the DCC to address objectors’ concerns. 

 
must be returned to the DCC for determination. 
 
This delegation has been in place at least since December 2001 when delegations were reviewed in 
detail. It will also be noted that this aspect of the delegations were not altered as a result of the 
comprehensive delegation review of 24 August 2009. 
 
Section 96 of the EPAA (1979), and its predecessor section 102 permits the consent authority to 
modify a consent granted under s.77 on application being made by the applicant. The purpose of 
this modification facility under the Act is to allow consent authorities to permit details of a consent 
to be altered lawfully without recourse to submitting a fresh development application. It is open to 
the consent authority to modify a consent in this manner if it is satisfied that the development to 
which the modified consent relates is substantially the same development.  There is no restriction to 
the number of s96 applications that a person with benefit of a development consent may lodge with 
the consent authority. 
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During the life of any development it is not uncommon for multiple amendments to be sought by 
the applicant as a result of design refinements or unforeseen issues associated with that design as it 
relates to the site. Most of these applications are routine and do not give rise to an impact beyond 
those impacts contemplated by the original consent. It is for that reason, and to avoid burdening the 
DCC with applications that do not require its attention, that the delegation is framed in the manner 
that it is.  
 
This delegation, has served Council well since 2001 by elevating matters which alter conditions 
specifically imposed by the DCC to overcome concerns raised by objectors to a proposal whilst 
allowing Council staff to deal with conditions that they have applied as a result of their professional 
assessment. 
 
To place the Notice of Motion in the context of workload for the DCC, research was carried out to 
establish the likely additional burden that is likely to arise by implementing that motion. This 
research sought to determine how many s.96 applications would elevate to the DCC were 
delegations altered in the manner contemplated.  
 
This is a discreet question and consequently there was no automatic report in the Authority system 
available to answer it. Therefore, a manual file search was carried out.  Due to the resource 
intensive nature of that research a two month sample period was selected being 1 August 2009 to 30 
September 2009.  This period was considered typical. 
 
In that period 22 % of s.96 applications arose from development applications determined by the 
DCC.  This is not an unexpected result given that the current and former delegations envisage that 
matters of greater complexity or controversial matters proceed to DCC and Council.  Such matters 
are often the subject of design refinements.  
 
By extrapolating that sample to a whole financial year (2009-10) it is found that; 
 

1. Council dealt with 500 s96 applications. 
2. Some 22% or 110 s96 applications arose from DCC determinations. 
3. In that financial year DCC dealt with 37 s96 applications because of the current delegation 

or as a result of the call mechanism. 
 

So, by extracting the current s96 applications which proceed to DCC in any event, it is 
approximated that the additional burden on DCC arising from this Notice of Motion would be 73 
matters per annum, or 3.5 additional items per agenda.  
 
It is understood that this Notice of Motion may have arisen from a s.96 application which related to 
a condition imposed by Council officers which limited the amount of excavation associated with the 
development consent issued for 23 Victoria Street, Watsons Bay. 
 
The condition in contention was: 
 
 In order to reduce the carbon footprint of the development and achieve a greater level of 

compliance with Council’s floor space ratio control, the basement floor level is to be 
redesigned to facilitate only the undercroft storage area, pool plant room, pool undercroft 
area, rainwater tank storage area, stair access and 60m2 of general storage area including 
hot water storage to a total area not exceeding 230m2. 

 
A s.96 application was submitted to delete this condition and reinstate the originally proposed level 
of excavation. 
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In the original assessment the amount of excavation was assessed as contravening clause 2 of the 
Woollahra LEP 1995, which seeks to ameliorate the impact of development on global warming.   
The excavation proposed was originally objected to under that clause because of the high level of 
carbon dioxide emissions associated with cement production.  The application to modify the 
consent overcame that objection by utilising ‘green cement’ which is a method of cement 
manufacturing which reduces concrete related carbon emissions in the order of 50%.  In addition 
the modification also provided for the natural ventilation of the basement level rather than relying 
upon mechanical ventilation.   
 
Subsequent to this modification, it was found that during the pouring of the ‘green cement’ the 
ground water was such that this solution not viable and the use of green cement had to be 
abandoned.  As a result of that failure a further s96 application was approved which allowed the 
offset of the 209.9 tons of carbon emissions associated with the use of conventional concrete with 
the purchase of carbon credits from “Global Carbon Exchange”. 
 
Whilst it is understood that Councillors considering the 23 Victoria Street, Watsons Bay 
development application may have had in their mind a different purpose for supporting the 
application subject to this and other conditions, the fact remains that the reason the condition was 
imposed was clear in the terms of the condition itself.   Having overcome the concerns that the 
condition was initially imposed to resolve, it was reasonably open for the officer to form the view 
that the condition may be modified. Because the condition was recommended by the officer, it was 
also open to the officer and Team Leader to determine that matter under delegation. 
 
Conclusion: 
In respect to the Notice of Motion Council should be aware that by modifying the delegation in the 
manner suggested the DCC would be burdened by mainly routine, minor s.96 applications. 
Therefore, although issues with individual s.96 applications may arise from time to time which 
Councillors may disagree with, those applications are professionally assessed and the decisions 
made are not unreasonable. It is not recommended that Council increase the reporting requirements 
for a large number of small non-controversial matters, and potentially increasing processing times 
for these matters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Patrick Robinson 
Manager Development Control 

Allan Coker 
Director Planning & Development 
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Matter before Committee or 
Council meeting

Did the applicant, owner (if not the applicant)  or 
someone close to the applicant make a donation in 

excess of $1,000 that directly benefited your election 
campaign?  (Code of Conduct Cl 7.23)

Action
Declare a significant non-

pecuniary conflict of interest, 
absent yourself from the meeting 

and take no further part in the 
debate or vote on the matter
(Code of Conduct Cl 7.17(b))

Did the applicant or someone close to the 
applicant make a donation less than $1,000 that 

directly benefited your election campaign?
(Code of Conduct Cl 7.23)

Do you believe the political 
contribution creates a significant non-
pecuniary conflict of interest for you?

(Code of Conduct Cl 7.24)

Action
Declare a significant non-

pecuniary conflict of interest, 
absent yourself from the meeting 

and take no further part in the 
debate or vote on the matter
(Code of Conduct Cl 7.17(b))

Action
Participate in debate and vote on 

the matter

Yes

No

YesYes

No

Is the matter before the 
meeting a Planning Matter?Yes

No

Staff to record  decision process 
(motions/amendments) and Division 

of votes for the determinative 
resolution or recommendation in the 

meeting minutes

Staff to record  decision process 
(motions/amendments) and 
determinative resolution or 

recommendation in the meeting 
minutes

Action
Consider appropriate action required.

This could include limiting involvement by:
1.  participating in discussion but not in decision 

making (vote),
2. participating in decision making (vote) but not in 

the discussion
3. not participating in the discussion or decision 

making (vote) 
4. removing the source of the conflict

No

or
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